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KENYA – SOMALIA BOUNDARY
I. BOUNDARY BRIEF
The Kenya - Somalia boundary is about 424 miles long. In the north the tripoint with
Ethiopia is located on the thalweg of the Daua, and in the south the boundary extends
to the Indian Ocean. It is demarcated by boundary pillars and consists of a series of
straight-line segments.
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Initially the Kenya - Somalia boundary delimited British and Italian spheres of influence
in East Africa between the Indian Ocean and the Daua (Daua Parma, Dawa). In 1887
the British East Africa Association was formed for the development of the British sphere
of influence, and it obtained a concession from the Sultan of Zanzibar for part of his
mainland territories. During the following year the Association was incorporated under a
Royal charter as the Imperial British East Africa Company, and it assumed control of a
large area now included in the present-day states of Kenya and Uganda.
Also in 1887 the military forces of Italy and Ethiopia clashed at Dogali, which resulted in
the treaty of Wichale (Ucciali) the following year. Almost immediately the terms of the
treaty were a source of disagreement between the two states. Italy considered Ethiopia
to be an Italian protectorate, and that it had the right to administer Ethiopian foreign
policy. Ethiopia interpreted the treaty to mean that the Emperor could request Italian
advice and help in foreign affairs if he so desired.
Beginning in 1889, through a number of treaties of protection with the Somalis, Italy
made various claims to the coast of Somalia along the Indian Ocean. In addition the
Imperial British East Africa Company sublet the ports of the southern Benadir Coast
north of the Giuba to Italy, ports which it held in lease from the Sultan of Zanzibar. In
1891, Italy, acting in the role of protector of Ethiopia in accordance with its interpretation
of the treaty of Wichale (Ucciali), reached an agreement with the United Kingdom on
their respective spheres. An Anglo - Italian treaty signed at Rome on March 24 of this
year delimited a boundary as follows:
1. The line of demarcation in Eastern Africa between the spheres of influence
respectively reserved to Great Britain and Italy shall follow from the sea the midchannel (thalweg) of the River Jube [Giuba] up to latitude 6° north, Kismayn
[Chisimayu] with its territory on the right bank of the river thus remaining to
England.
In 1892 the Sultan of Zanzibar ceded the ports of Brava, Merca, Mogadiscio, and
Uarsciech (Warsheikh) to Italy for 25 years subject to a fixed annual rent; however, 13
years later Italy purchased the ports from the Sultan. During 1895 the administration of
Kenya was transferred to the British Crown, and the entity became known as the East
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African Protectorate. In 1896, following a second clash between Ethiopia and Italian
forces, the two states signed a peace treaty which officially annulled the treaty of
Wichale. On June 24, 1897, the Menelik - Nerazzini treaty1 attempted to draw a
definitive boundary between Ethiopia and Italian Somaliland. The boundary was to be
determined by a line drawn on a map by Emperor Menelik between British Somaliland
and the cataracts of Van der Decken on the Giuba immediately north of Bardera.
Shortly thereafter, with both states using different terms of reference for the location of
the line, the alignment of the boundary became a source of dispute between Ethiopia
and Italy. An Anglo - Ethiopian agreement of December 6, 1907, established a
boundary between the East African Protectorate and Ethiopia, which on the east started
at the confluence of the Daua and Ganale - Dorya. The following year, on May 16,
1908, an Ethiopian - Italian treaty afforded a new boundary between Ethiopia and Italian
Somaliland which extended northeastward from Dolo, located at the confluence of the
Daua and Ganale - Dorya, and British Somaliland. In June 1920 the East Africa
Protectorate became Kenya colony and the coastal strip leased from the Sultan of
Zanzibar became the protectorate of Kenya.2
Italian Somaliland was expanded by the Anglo - Italian treaty of July 15, 1924, under
which an estimated 36,000 square miles of Kenya territory, commonly called Jubaland
or Trans-Juba, was ceded to Italy in 1925 in accordance with an undertaking started in
World War I. Jubaland was administered by Italy as a separate colony for one year and
then incorporated into Italian Somaliland in 1926. Article 1 of the treaty describes the
boundary3 as follows:
From the confluence of the rivers Ganale [Ganale - Dorya] and Daua, along the
course of the Daua up-stream to the southern point of the small southerly bend of
the latter river in the vicinity of Malka Re [Malca Rie]; thence in a south-westerly
direction in a straight line to the centre of the pool of Dumasa [Damasa]; thence
in a south-westerly direction in a straight line towards Eilla Kalla (which remains
in British territory) to such meridian east of Greenwich as shall leave in Italian
territory the well of El Beru [El Beru Hagia]; thence along the same meridian
southwards until it reaches the boundary between the provinces of Jubaland and
Tanaland; thence along the provincial boundary to a point due north of the point
on the coast due west of the southernmost of the four islets in the immediate
vicinity of Ras Kiambone (Dick's Head); thence due southwards to such point on
1

2

3

The treaty was so-called because it was negotiated by Emperor Menelik of Ethiopia and Major
Nerazzini of Italy.
The Kenya protectorate comprised the mainland holdings of the Sultan of Zanzibar, in respect of which
an annuity of 16,000 pounds per annum was paid to His Highness for their lease by the British. With an
area of slightly less than 2,000 square miles, it consisted of a strip of land extending 10 sea miles inland
along the coast of the Indian Ocean between Tanganyika and the northern branch of the Tana river,
including the islands of the Lamu archipelago (Lamu, Manda, and Patta). The original concession was
made in 1887 to a company later called the Imperial British East Africa Company; however, the
administration of the strip was transferred to Her Majesty's Government in 1895. The territory was
ceded by the Sultan to Kenya at the time the state became independent in 1963.
The Kenya - Somalia boundary is sometimes referred to as the Milner - Scialoja line. Lord Milner of the
United Kingdom and Senatore Scialoja of Italy were the principal negotiators of the boundary in 1920.
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the coast, Ras Kiambone [Chiambone] [Dick's Head) and the four islets above
mentioned shall fall within the territory to be transferred to Italy.
In the event, however, of it being found by the Commission referred to in article
12 that the well of El Beru does not contain water either sufficient or suitable for
the maintenance at that point of an Italian frontier post, then the line, as between
El Beru and Eilla Kalla, shall be so drawn by the Commission as to include in
Italian territory the neighbouring well of El Shama [El Sciama].
Ratifications of the treaty of July 15, 1924, were exchanged in London on May 1, 1925.
An agreement dated December 17, 1927, includes decisions regulating certain
questions concerning the alignment of the boundary by the joint demarcation
commission appointed under Article 12 of the treaty.
1. The Commission found that immediately up-stream from Malca Rie the Uebi
Daua runs due East, and therefore does not form a small southerly bend as
mentioned in Article 1 of the Treaty.
A point about 450 metres up-stream from Malca Rie was agreed upon as the
northern terminal of the boundary.
2. The pivotal point of the boundary at the pool of Damasa was so chosen by the
Commission that equal watering facilities should be afforded to both parties in the
deepest portion of the depression without transgression of the boundary by either
party.
3. In accordance with the power conferred by Article 1 of the Treaty, the
Commission decided that, as there were elements of doubt as to the sufficiency
of water for the maintenance of an Italian frontier post at El Beru Hagia in a very
dry season and as to the security of the said well against collapse, the well of El
Sciama should be included in Italian territory.
To allow access to El Sciama on all sides, the Commission also decided to adopt
for the boundary the meridian passing about 300 metres to the west of this well.
4. The Commission took note of the communications of the 16th and 26th June,
1925, between His Britannic Majesty's Ambassador at Rome and the Head of the
Government and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of His Majesty the King of Italy, in
which the following formula was substituted for the definition given in the Treaty
of the southern portion of the boundary:-"Having regard to the fact that Ras Kiambone (Dick's Head) and the four small
islands, which are in its immediate vicinity, form part of the territory to be
transferred to Italy, it is understood that, upon reaching the meridian east of
Greenwich which leaves in Italian territory the well of El Beru (or such other
meridian east of Greenwich as may be recommended by the Commissioners in
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accordance with paragraph 3 of Article 1 of the Treaty), the boundary shall follow
such meridian southwards to the point of intersection of such meridian with the
parallel of South Latitude 0°50'; thence proceeding in a south-easterly direction
to a point situated about six kilometres north of the point on the coast due west of
the southernmost of the four islets in the immediate vicinity of Ras Kiambone
(Dick's Head); thence due southwards to such point on the coast. The coast
shall be defined as the line of mean sea level ordinary spring tides."
The Commission declares that the general terms of this formula, since amended
in accordance with the decisions recorded in paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 of this
Agreement, have been embodied in Appendix I, Description of the Boundary.
5. Ras Chiamboni is a headland about 200 metres in breadth and about 800
metres in length, with its length parallel to the coast. It consists of a series of
small coral eminences. The highest of these is approximately central.
Having been empowered to do so by the two Governments, the Commission
decided that the summit of this highest eminence should be accepted as the
terminal point of the directional line for the boundary towards the interior.
6. Article 1 of the Treaty states that there are 4 islets in the immediate vicinity of
Ras Chiamboni.
The Commission found that there are actually 6 islets.
One of these is a prolongation of Ras Chiamboni to the north.
The other 5 form a group about 2 kilometres south-west from the control point of
Ras Chiamboni, and are known collectively as Diua Damasciaca.
The most southerly islet of this group is little more than an almost circular coral
rock about 50 metres in diameter.
The Commission, having been empowered to do so by the two Governments,
decided that the parallel of latitude tangential to the southern extremity of this
latter islet should define the position of the point at which the boundary reaches
the coast.
7. Having been empowered to do so by the two Governments, the Commission
decided that the short portion of the boundary defined in the Treaty by a meridian
of longitude in the region of Ras Chiamboni should be moved parallel to itself in a
westerly direction so that its southern terminal point should be 15 metres inland
from high water mark and on the parallel of latitude mentioned in paragraph 6;
the coastal waters being very shallow and high water mark being defined by the
crumbling edge of a sand terrace.
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The locality is known as Dar es Salam.
Concurrence was reached on additional points connected with the demarcation of the
boundary in an Anglo - Italian agreement of August 27, 1930. The present alignment of
the boundary is contained in an exchange of notes between the United Kingdom and
Italy, which includes the "Agreement of the Boundary Commission, Appendices, and
Map."
Following the Italian occupation of Ethiopia in 1935 - 36, Italian Somaliland was
administered as part of Italian East Africa until World War II. Between 1941 and 1950,
Italian Somaliland was occupied by United Kingdom and other Commonwealth forces.
In 1950 the U.N. Trust Territory of Somaliland (Somalia) was organized and placed
under Italian administration. An independent Somali Republic was proclaimed with the
termination of the Trusteeship of Somaliland on July 1, 1960. At the same time Somalia
merged with former British Somaliland (which previously had become independent on
June 26, 1960) to form a single state.
Kenya was given internal self-government in May 1963 and became independent the
following December. Exactly one year after independence, the constitution was
changed to make Kenya a republic.
III. ALIGNMENT
The exchange of notes between Italy and the United Kingdom on November 22, 1933,
contains the following alignment of the Kenya - Somalia boundary:
First Part - General Description.
Starting in the north from the Abyssinian frontier at a point in the "thalweg" of the
Uebi Daua about 450 metres upstream from Malca Rie, the boundary passes, in
a south-westerly direction, in a straight line through the point where the south
bank of the Uebi Daua is intersected by the meridian of longitude 41°54'36.43"
East of Greenwich to a point in the pool of Damasa so chosen as to afford equal
watering facilities to both parties in the deepest portion of the pool without
transgression of the frontier;
thence in a straight line and still in a south-westerly direction towards the centre
of the well of El Ghala (of the El Wak group), which remains British, until this line
is intersected by the meridian of longitude 40°59'44.34" East of Greenwich;
thence due south along this meridian, leaving the well of El Sciama in Italian
territory, to its intersection with the parallel of South latitude 0°50'00.00";
thence in a straight line, in a south-easterly direction, towards the highest point of
Ras Chiamboni until this line is intersected by the meridian of longitude which
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passes through a point at Dar Es Salam 15 metres inland from High Water Mark
and due west of the southern extremity of the southernmost of the group of 5
islets known as Diua Damasciaca;
thence due south along this meridian as far as the point at Dar Es Salam defined
above;
thence, in a south-easterly direction, to the limit of territorial waters in a straight
line at right angles to the general trend of the coastline at Dar Es Salam, leaving
the islets of Diua Damasciaca in Italian territory.
Second Part - Detailed Description.
The boundary throughout its length is traced on the ground by a lane
approximately 4 metres wide cut through the vegetation, and is indicated in a
more permanent manner by primary and secondary beacons at intervals, each of
which will be described hereinafter. The primary beacons have been numbered
consecutively from the north, and these numbers are marked in ordinary arabic
figures on the side of the beacon facing Italian Somaliland and in original arabic
figures on the side facing Kenya.
At each angle of the boundary line there is a masonry or cement primary beacon
together with a supplementary beacon on each side to indicate the directions of
the two boundary lines converging on that point.
For convenience of description the boundary is divided into sections, each
section corresponding with one of the straight portions of the boundary line
already defined in the "General Description."
In each section, the lane is cut as nearly as possible in a straight line between its
terminals; but owing to the errors inherent in the methods of survey adopted, very
slight deviations from the straight line have inevitably resulted in certain localities.
All distance quoted hereinafter are reckoned from the northern terminal of the
section concerned, and are correct to 100 metres.
The geographical positions of the points in the frontier zone given in Appendix II
are those actually determined by astronomical and trigonometrical observations.
Normally the position of a control point, where a beacon was subsequently built,
was fixed before the cut lane reached that point; but the positions of Primary
Beacons Nos. 12, 24, 25, 26, 27 were dependent on astronomical observations
made after the lane had been cut and they are thus slightly displaced from the
positions they should occupy.
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For two small lengths of a few metres, the boundary is indicated by alignment
only. These are: -a length in the north between Primary Beacon No. 1 and the Abyssinian frontier,
and a length in the south from Primary Beacon No. 29 to the sea.
Section 1.
From Primary Beacon No. 1 (Malca Rie) to Primary Beacon No. 6 (Damasa).[1]
Leaving the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 1 on the south bank of the
Uebi Daua at its intersection with the meridian of longitude 41°54'36.43" East of
Greenwich, the boundary passes in a south-westerly direction:-through two secondary cairns astride the track leading southwards from Malka
Got in Kenya;
through a secondary cairn and the adjacent cemented masonry Primary Beacon
No. 2 located astride the road leading from Madera in Kenya to Malca Rie in
Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Malka Madera Yeri in
Kenya to Coriamu in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the road leading from the British military
post of Madera, which lies km. 1.2 from the boundary, Dambala Ghessa in Italian
Somaliland;
through the area known as Funa Guba;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Hunduda in Kenya
through the pool of Gebia which lies km. 2.2 in Italian Somaliland to Gal Gali,
which is about 12 kilometres from the boundary;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Koromi, which hill
lies about 6 kilometres in Kenya, to Gurgura in Italian Somaliland;
______________________
1. Part I of the Appendix to the Agreement contains the coordinates of the primary boundary
beacons and the distances between successive beacons.
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through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 3;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading southwards from Hunduda
in Kenya;
through two secondary cairns astride a branch of the last-mentioned track north
of Bur Gawse, which hill is in Kenya;
through two secondary cairns astride another branch of the same track,
immediately south of Bur Gawse;
through two secondary cairns astride the same track where it turns away from
the boundary towards Mata Arba in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Beila Machesa in
Kenya to Mata Arba in Italian Somaliland;
though the area known as Hareri Hawseli;
through a secondary cairn;
through the area known as Hara Gulgula;
through a grave;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 4, leaving the hill of Mata
Arba about 9 kilometres in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Hafura past Ber
Hawamadi in Kenya to El Uara, which well lies in Italian Somaliland km. 2.1 from
the boundary;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track passing between Finno and
Hegali in a south-easterly direction;
through a large Primary Cairn erected on the south-east spur of the hill of Finno,
the summit of which lies in Kenya;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 5 and the adjacent
secondary cairn, located astride the track leading from Hafura in Kenya to Iacle
in Italian Somaliland;
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through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Berti Finno in Kenya
to Gubbet Uasasa in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Berti Finno, which
shambas lie in Kenya, to Iacle in Italian Somaliland;
through four secondary cairns, two astride each of the two tracks leading from
Berti Finno in Kenya to Cuddama, which lies km. 3.0 in Italian Somaliland,
leaving Bur Cus about 2 kilometres in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Manza in Kenya to
Cuddama in Italian Somaliland;
touching the east side of a small pool unnamed which remains in Kenya;
along the east slope of Bur Manza, which remains in Kenya;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Hawal Garba Hogi,
which lies km. 1.7 in Kenya, to Cuddama in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Hawal Garba Hogi in
Kenya to Damasa;
through a cemented masonry pointer beacon on the north-east edge of the
depression of Damasa to the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 6 located
in the deepest portion of that pool.
Section 2.
From Primary Beacon No. 6 (Damasa) to Primary Beacon No. 8 (angle at El
Wak).
Leaving Primary Beacon No. 6, the boundary passes in a south-westerly
direction, the alignment being indicated by a cemented masonry pointer beacon
on the south-west edge of the depression:-through two secondary cairns astride the road from Damasa to El Wak;
through a secondary cairn;
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through two secondary cairns astride the road from Damasa to El Wak;
through a secondary cairn;
leaving the pool of Avein Nur km. 2.0 in Italian Somaliland;
leaving the pool of Daba km. 0.3 in Italian Somaliland;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 7;
through a secondary cairn on the side of the road from Damasa to El Wak at a
point where this road touches, but does not cross, the boundary on the Italian
Somaliland side;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Jalanto Lango in
Kenya to Uenti Dima km. 1.0 in Italian Somaliland, leaving the pool of Uenti Digo
km. 1.9 in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Arda Dadaja km. 1.0
in Kenya to Uenti Dima, in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Jaba Kurmama km.
0.8 in Kenya to Uarsesa Raghi km. 3.6 in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading northwards from Golati,
which lies km. 3.0 in Italian Somaliland;
through a cemented masonry pointer beacon to the cemented masonry Primary
Beacon No. 8, leaving El Golija and El Saqo in Kenya km. 2.4 and km. 4.1,
respectively, from this beacon.
Section 3.
From Primary Beacon No. 8
(angle at El Wak) to Primary Beacon No. 23 (Latitude 0°50'00.00" South,
Longitude 40°59'44.34" East of Greenwich).
Leaving Primary Beacon No. 8, the boundary passes due south, the alignment
being indicated by a cemented masonry pointer beacon:--
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through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from El Ghala, which lies
km. 2.0 in Kenya to Golati in Italian Somaliland;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 9, on the south side of the
road leading from El Ghala in Kenya to El Sciama and El Beru Hagia, which wells
lie km. 0.3 and km. 2.4, respectively, in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the junction of the two tracks leading from
El Bisq and El Dargula, respectively km. 1.0 and km. 7.0 in Kenya, to Gof in
Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from El Sciama in Italian
Somaliland in a direction south-south-west;
through the area known as Rama Gedoli;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from El Ghala through
Megag, in Kenya and Rama Gedoli to Meri in Italian Somaliland;
through the area known as Gol Kio;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading in a direction north-northeast from Wel Gersi, which lies km. 1.3 in Kenya;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Wel Gersi in Kenya
to Meri in Italian Somaliland;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 10;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Falama in Kenya to
Bilaca in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Daka Laftu in Kenya
round the north of the area known as Bute to Bilaca in Italian Somaliland;
through the area known as Bute;
through a secondary cairn;
leaving the hill of Ghedo Sama in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
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through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Ramu in Kenya
through Ilalo to Bilaca in Italian Somaliland, leaving the group of wells of Ilalo
about a third of a kilometre in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Ali Golo in Kenya to
Gorgala, which is km. 2.0 in Italian Somaliland, leaving a small pool unnamed
km. 0.2 in Kenya;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 11;
through a secondary cairn on the north side of the track leading from El Kura,
which is km. 1.8 in Kenya to Hara Cadera in Italian Somaliland;
through two second cairns astride the track leading from Kura Yeri in Kenya to
Hara Cadera in Italian Somaliland;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Kura in Kenya in a
direction south-south-east;
through a secondary cairn;
through two secondary cairns astride the track leading from Konton in Kenya to
Serenli in Italian Somaliland;
through a second cairn and the adjacent cemented masonry Primary Beacon No.
12 located astride the road from Wajer Bor in Kenya to Serenli in Italian
Somaliland, leaving the pool of Dadol km. 0.2 in Kenya;
through a secondary cairn;
leaving two small pools unnamed km. 0.2 in Kenya;
through a small pool unnamed;
through a secondary cairn;
leaving the pools of Bactili about 1-1/2 kilometres in Italian Somaliland;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 13;
through two secondary cairns astride the road leading from Wel Garas, which is
km. 4.4 in Kenya, to Gherille, which is km. 4.9 in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
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through a secondary cairn;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 14;
crossing the track leading from Wel Adi in Kenya to the Gololati - Escudutca
track;
crossing the track leading from Gololati in Kenya to Escudutca in Italian
Somaliland;
through a secondary cairn;
through a secondary cairn;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 15;
crossing the track leading from Hambalash to Dif, both of which places are in
Kenya;
through a secondary cairn;
crossing Lake Bisq;
crossing the track leading from Hambalash to Dif, both of which places are in
Kenya;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 16 and the adjacent secondary cairn,
located astride the motor road from Wajer Dima in Kenya to Afmadu in Italian
Somaliland, leaving the group of pools of Dif about 1 kilometre in Kenya;
through a secondary earth gabion;[1]
crossing the track running in a north-westerly direction from Abodili in Italian
Somaliland;
through a secondary earth gabion;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 17;
through a secondary earth gabion;
________________________
1. The secondary earth gabions were scheduled to be replaced by cement or masonry beacons
(cairns) in accordance with the terms of Paragraph 14 of the Agreement.

through a secondary earth gabion;
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through the cement Primary Beacon No. 18 and the adjacent secondary earth
gabion located astrice the road from Benani in Kenya to Au in Italian Somaliland;
crossing Lak Ghorqani, in which the "bisq" scrub is particularly dense;
crossing Lak Dera;
through a secondary earth gabion and the adjacent cement Primary Beacon No.
19, located astride the track leading from Liboi in Kenya to Dobli in Italian
Somaliland;
through a small pool unnamed;
through a secondary earth gabion;
through a secondary earth gabion;
through a secondary earth gabion;
through a cement Primary Beacon No. 20, approximately on the Equator;
through a secondary earth gabion;
through a secondary earth gabion and the adjacent cement Primary Beacon No.
21, located astride the track leading in a north-westerly direction from Dib Ul
Chena in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary earth gabion;
crossing the road leading from Jara Jila, which lies km. 2.6 in Kenya, to Cormale
in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary earth gabion;
through the area known as Uarrach;
through a secondary earth gabion;
touching the east edge of the pool of Gangesa, which remains entirely in Kenya;
through a secondary earth gabion, leaving the pool of Dubra km. 2.9 in Italian
Somaliland;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 22 on the south side of the road leading
from War Dod in Kenya to Cauitti in Italian Somaliland, leaving the pool of Bakaja
Obe km. 2.7 in Kenya and that of Corio Cauitti km. 2.3 in Italian Somaliland;
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crossing the track leading from Bakaja Obe in Kenya, to Gurara, which pool is
km. 2.1 in Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary earth gabion;
between the two pools of Mata Arba, the larger one falling in Kenya, the smaller
in Italian Somaliland;
touching the west edge of the pool of Cascia Debin, which remains entirely in
Italian Somaliland;
through a secondary earth gabion;
a grave which lies immediately on the east of the boundary;
crossing Lach Sara;
crossing the track leading from Kasha Gurgurda in Kenya to Mug Domaro in
Italian Somaliland, leaving the pool of Sara km. 0.5 in Italian Somaliland;
through a cement pointer beacon to the cement Primary Beacon No. 23.
Section 4.
From Primary Beacon No. 23 (Latitude 0°50'00.00" South, Longitude
40°59'44.34" East of Greenwich to Primary Beacon No. 28 (angle near
Chiamboni).
Leaving Primary Beacon No. 23, the boundary passes in a south-easterly
direction, the alignment being indicated by a cement pointer beacon:-crossing a "lak" unnamed;
through two cement secondary beacons astride the road leading from Ilkabere in
Kenya to Mug Domaro in Italian Somaliland;
through a cement secondary beacon;
crossing the road leading from Odolabambu in Kenya to Ulaul in Italian
Somaliland;
crossing the track leading from the group of pools of Dambala in Kenya to Ulaul
in Italian Somaliland;
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through two cement secondary beacons astride the road leading from Dambala
in Kenya to Cussa in Italian Somaliland;
through two cement secondary beacons astride the track leading from Konoghori
in Kenya to Dola in Italian Somaliland;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 24;
through a cement secondary beacon opposite the pool of Juma Korke which lies
in Kenya;
through a series of three cement secondary beacons spaced across the
scattered tracks leading from Rama Jebia in Kenya to Hola Dugium in Italian
Somaliland;
through a series of five cement secondary beacons accentuating the partition of
the pools of Kolbio;
through a series of three cement secondary beacons spaced across the
scattered tracks on the caravan route leading from Lama Det in Kenya to Uama
Idu in Italian Somaliland;
through the cement Primary Beacon No. 25, in the area of Did Sanga;
passing a small pool unnamed which falls in Kenya;
through a cement secondary beacon;
through a belt of forest with dense undergrowth, known as the "bada";
crossing the Lak at Gibitcilaua which remains in Italian Somaliland;
through a cement secondary beacon;
through another belt of the "bada";
leaving the group of pools of Hele Keberye km. 0.4 in Kenya;
through two cement secondary beacons on the edge of the depression of a pool
unnamed half-way between the groups of Kon Tuwari in Kenya and Nuidi in
Italian Somaliland, the pool lying in Italian Somaliland;
through a cement secondary beacon, leaving the pool of Doria in Kenya and that
of Burrada Ier in Italian Somaliland;
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through a cement secondary beacon and the adjacent cement Primary Beacon
No. 26, which accentuate the division of a pool unnamed lying astride the
boundary;
through a cement secondary beacon on the south-east side of the track leading
from Mbogo in Kenya to the group of pools of Labchelli which lies about ½
kilometre in Italian Somaliland;
through two cement secondary beacons astride the track leading from Wanyeka
in Kenya to Baraca in Italian Somaliland, leaving Kon Malabi in Kenya.
through two cement secondary beacons astride the track leading from
Pepechono km. 0.4 in Kenya to Billada km. 2.9 in Italian Somaliland;
through the cemented masonry Primary Beacon No. 27 on top of the most inland
ridge of the coastal hills;
through a series of five cemented masonry secondary beacons spaced across a
clearing, the last of the series being on the north side of the track leading from
Jawasi in Kenya to Comauala which lies km. 1.1 in Italian Somaliland;
through a cemented masonry secondary beacon on the north side of the track
leading from Mwangati in Kenya to Meri in Italian Somaliland;
through a series of four cemented masonry secondary beacons spaced across
the shambas;
through a cemented masonry pointer beacon to the cemented masonry Primary
Beacon No. 28.
Section 5.
From Primary Beacon No. 28 (angle near Chiamboni) to Primary Beacon No. 29
(Dar Es Salam).
Leaving Primary Beacon No. 28, the boundary passes due south, the alignment
being indicated by a cemented masonry pointer beacon:-leaving the pool of Mado km. 0.1 in Kenya;
leaving the pool of Con Sagarada km. 0.1 in Italian Somaliland;
through a series of five secondary cairns of coral spaced across open ground to
the coastal road;
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through a cemented masonry pointer beacon to the large cemented masonry
Primary Beacon No. 29 at Dar Es Salam.
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